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Author’s Note 

 

This book is fiction, however it based upon reality and events that actually occurred. All quotes 

(from conversations) are true. Creative license has obviously been used as and when necessary.  

Fate is a fickle occurrence, as some might say, but it’s also usually something that happens for 

logical reasons as opposed to “it just happens”, or “it’s just destiny”.  

We chart our own destinies, if not the exact route (or path) we take, either knowingly or 

unknowingly to get to said “destinies”.  

Was it my really “chance” that I met Madam Krystal? Or, for that matter, was it just “pot luck (in 

a “bad” way, of course, hehe!) that my very first class at the school was Madam Yang’s?  

Was it really sexual attraction that drove me to Madam Krystal, or was it that, mixed in with 

something far deeper that I had never thought of pondering before?  

As I write this book, and start Volume #3, these questions burn in my mind. I know the answer, 

of course, but it’s one of those “questions” I never tired of thinking about, if you get my drift.  

It was always meant to happen. I needed the right woman to bring it out in me.  

The last book “left off” with Madam Krystal and myself providing some insight into the “sexual 

training” that was apparently at the top of the priority list in terms of my “become a dutiful and 

obedient, (not to mention skilled and perhaps “perfectionist!” wife). This one takes off from 

there, so as always, if you haven’t read the previous TWO novels; please do read them now 

before proceeding with this one.  

The right background and a proper understanding of what led up to what is being talked about 

always makes the story more interesting from a mental standpoint, at least for discerning readers 

such as you and me.  

The other thing that bears mentioning is that some of my last few works have featured racial 

“humiliation” of sorts, and while that is obviously fine in a femdom related book (or in other 

words, for those that “get off on it” and so long as it’s done in a mutually consensual manner 

between adults, well, I see nothing wrong with that either so long as it remains a “fantasy” if you 

get my drift), I do not, in any way, shape or form condone racism anywhere in the world. 

Let me say that yet again … racism (and this includes reverse racism as well) in any way, 

shape or form is abhorrent, and NOT acceptable.   



Unfortunately though, racism is a “harsh reality of life” here in China and amazing though that 

might sound to the average reader given it’s 2017 and not 1860, what I am saying is 100% 

true.  

“Tis all true, my friend”, to quote an oft used dialog from my books.  

Still don’t believe me?  

Well, a quick “Google around” should be sufficient, but on that note, there was a piece in the 

“Waijiao” (a Chinese periodical of sorts) where a Chinese museum in Hubei city in Wuhan 

province in China, a city considered “progressive” by some” was in the news for placing pictures 

of black people beside those of monkeys, and apparently pointing out the “similarities” 

between … and, well, it’s so repugnant to me that I won’t mention the details and I think the 

reader gets my drift, but amazingly enough, this is all “officially allowed”! 

Why do I bring that up here?  

Well, because of my constant references to my books mixing in reality with fact, and another one 

of those “hard to discuss out in the open” facts is the inherent racism in the ESL industry in 

China, and here again, you pretty much have to “be there” in order to experience it.  

Second, and more importantly, to put things in perspective as you read through this. What 

seems unbelievable to the “modern day” person (you and me) is NOT as unbelievable or 

implausible as it may seem at first glance.  

And to be honest, it adds an extra, and if I might say so, way spicier element to the BDSM part 

of things.  

This book is NOT an attempt to change the world, by the way. Personally, I could quite honestly 

care less. As the Chinese love to say, you can take a horse to water but you cannot make it drink, 

and there is no way willful ignorance can be addressed (and neither do I care enough to be 

honest).  

It makes for a pretty interesting tale though and perversely enough, this racist mindset is, in a 

small way of course (no, as I’ve spoken about before, it’s NOT the main thing) has led to some 

of the most “stimulating” interactions that I’ve had with these utterly gorgeous Chinese ladies 

here.  

Ok, that’s a long enough disclaimer, me thinks! 

Anyway, to end this … and, on an even more curious note if I might say so …  

Thank you, Madam Sugar. Yes, I’m of Indian descent. Yes,  “he of the brown skin and “white 

man and brown woman” (as you so hilariously put it) and “ostensibly” strange accent (which 



curiously enough is not even termed as an “accent” back home in … ah, but I’ll let the reader 

figure that one out ;)).  

Thank you, Madam Krystal, for so nicely pointing out the “dark boy” that first day of class after 

the holidays.  

Sometimes the “worst” (in some ways!) experiences can be the best.  

And they sure do make for interesting stories! 

Xie Xie ni, ladies! The abuse is indeed an honor.  

Onward! 

 

Best,  

Madam’s “brown” (or yellow, depending upon which lady says it!) bitch “forever”,  

Mike Watson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Prologue 

Madam Sugar, the “other teaching assistant” 

 

Good morning, Guangdong.  

6:15 A.M., October 10, 2017. 

As the rays of the sun peeked in through her bedroom windows, and the “songbirds” chirped 

outside, the causal birdie that might have glanced in through the windows would have seen the 

following.  

A young woman laid out on the bed, legs spread wide apart causally without a care in the world, 

that young (Chinese, I might add!) woman clad in pink silk pajamas and a matching top, her 

narrow and slender feet poking out from under the pajama bottoms, her bare upper arms clearly 

visible through the sleeveless top.  

Her hair was short, shoulder length from what it seemed like and was spread about in disarray on 

the pillow on the bed, and her small “pert” (and well covered, I might add!) breasts rose and fell 

as she snored loudly, sleeping the “sleep of the devil” as it were.  

Not the sexiest of things to witness early in the morning, eh?  

Well, reality can often times be VERY unsexy (if I may use that term), my beloved reader! Real 

life isn’t always about the sexist of women … but, and in my case, it’s always been about the 

most dominant of women.  

Vibes, and everything else I’ve mentioned before in the first Volumes have no doubt contributed 

to this “meeting of the naturally dominant” and “reluctant submissive” as it were, but the bottom 

line is that looks are not, despite what most men think the main thing when it comes to sheer, 

utter, and true female dominance. 

Its that look in the eyes, my friend, and the words, the attitude, the sheer dominant and oh-so-

natural attitude that TRULY DOES IT! 

And the mind, of course, and these lovely Chinese ladies have it in them naturally.  



As I write this, I remember all the humiliation and all the “experiences” in the book as vividly as 

if it had been yesterday (especially the part about “icing” my nuts – OUCH!).  

All of it, and the ongoing humiliation as well with Madam Krystal, relegated as I am to the status 

of  “foreign chattel” (which curiously enough is how a lot of Chinese ladies look upon as 

foreigners anyway, albeit in a non-sexual sense), and I bear absolutely no ill will towards these 

lovely ladies.  

I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again. Thank you, Madam , Perfect Madam Sugar (despite the 

obvious imperfections). ‘Twas indeed an honor.  

Anyway, to return to the “sight” … No “sheer negligees” and “wide expanse of fair skinned 

thighs”, or “that glimpse of her ass, the “sheer contours of her left butt cheek as she lay there, one 

leg pulled up to her stomach”, so inviting, yet so “far away” covered by the minutest hint of 

nightgown”) here.  

Nothing of that nature, as you can see! 

If you would have looked closely, you’d see she was a youngish looking Chinese woman, 

probably about 25 year or so of age, but she wasn’t “beautiful” by any stretch of the imagination, 

at least not what is considered to be “traditionally” beautiful in China.  

I’ll describe her more later, but for now, it also bears mentioning that said songbird may have 

also noticed (if it craned it’s head well enough!) a curious looking “thing” between the bedposts 

of the bed, a thing that had its ears tied to the bedposts by two strings, and a thing with a 

“handsome” (some might say!) face, strong shoulders, and sinewy forearms and fingers that were 

massaging said Lady’s feet.  

Yes, I capitalized the “L” for a reason there! 

The strings allowed some lax, some flexibility, but only some.  

That strange thing being me, of course, and this ingenious way of “chaining” me to the bedpost 

was to ensure I didn’t lop off to sleep (again) while administering my duties, which in Madam 

Sugar’s case, was an “all night long foot massage as she put it”.  

She strode confidently into the bedroom, a dominant sight indeed, her “saggy yet “un-

corpulent”” butt cheeks “wiggling” as she walked into the bedroom, feet splayed wide apart, her 

wide hips and narrow waist contrasting in a curious manner with her small shoulders and upper 

back.  

Not what you’d expect, of course in a femdom novel where it’s all supposed to be “sexy” and 

that, but again, real life to the fore here, my friend. Real life as it were.  



Anyway, that should do a fairly decent job of describing this fair skinned 24 (or 25, perhaps, I 

still don’t know her age) Chinese lady that was yet another “teaching assistant” at the school I 

was “fortunate” enough to take up part time employment in at the time of writing this.  

She never actually assisted in my own classes, but did sometimes “peek in” to take a look at 

what was going on, and would often give me unwanted and unsolicited advice, though it was 

NOT in her job description.  

Her job was to assist the foreign teachers, but of course, as with Madam Krystal, the exact 

opposite happened, and as with my lovely owner, all this was tacitly condoned.  

A case in point bears mentioning one day during an especially rowdy class and I texted my 

supervisor (nice enough dude as I’ve mentioned in the last book) as he had told me to do if the 

Chinese “assistant” was not in class when she was supposed to be.  

“Assisting” the foreign teachers is one thing, but the real reason these Chinese teachers are 

assigned to the classes is to “indirectly monitor the foreign teachers” (which doesn’t bother me, 

by the way. As long as it’s done in a respectful manner, I could care less. Their playing field, 

their football and all that fun stuff as it were), but, more importantly to “instill discipline”.  

As I’ve mentioned before in the last Volume, foreign teachers are looked upon as a joke here, 

and despite being as strict as we can (and believe me, I can get pretty “stentorian” at times!) the 

kids never really look upon us as having any real authority, but the Chinese teachers, even the 

“gentlest” of them are treated exactly the opposite, and it never ceases to amaze me how a 

roomful of “brats” suddenly turns into the quietest bunch you’ve ever seen when a Chinese 

teacher walks into the room … and no, it’s not Madam Yang I’m referring to here! 

Anyway, “my assistant” (dare I use that term!) wasn’t there, and being my supervisor was busy I 

asked “Madam” Sugar to help me out.  

“Can you please help me calm the class down? That’s all I need”, I asked her, and her response 

was a “frazzled” and irritated sounding “God! Can’t you handle it by yourself?” 

And while I attempted to answer her, she looked at me again in an annoyed manner, and went on 

“We’re busy now! You handle it yourself!”  

All she would have to do was to say “be quiet” once, and that’s it. Would have taken her about 

less than a minute, but she didn’t want to do it, being apparently too busy with her “phone” for 

whatever reason (and yes, I’ve mentioned the infatuation most Chinese females have with their 

smartphones before, haven’t I? Hehe).  

 

“Where’s …” (here I asked her where my supervisor was, and I’m not mentioning his name for 

obvious reasons). 



“Is he here? Yes or no?” 

That’s all I asked her, by the way, and it wasn’t in a rude tone of voice, but judging by the 

expression on her oval face, and those commanding black eyes, I might as well have asked her to 

strip and do the Zumba.  

“Ok, Ok, Yes, YES! (and she might well have added in “boy” there from the tone of her voice)” 

was her response, and the black eyes flashed angrily like a viper’s before she strode off in the 

opposite direction, and from what I heard afterwards, she told tales of “how incompetent I was in 

class that day” to the rest of the foreign teachers who then asked me about it.  

No issues, Madam Sugar. I really don’t care being it’s just a part time job for me, and I think I’ve 

mentioned that part in the first Volume, so I won’t get into it again.  

The other curious occurrence that occurred that day is that when the Chinese teaching “assistant” 

that was supposed to be there during the class finally and lazily “waddled” into class , the first 

thing she did was to “make a grab for the stool” the teachers sit on, and quite literally, in front of 

the class, “order” me not to sit.  

“Teachers can’t sit!” was all she said, and though my response to the (very firm) contrary put 

paid to that order, it was mistake #2, and the story spread like wildfire throughout the gossip vine 

at school.  

All hilarious if you look at it from a detached standpoint, but all true and verifiable.  

I could care less, of course, but the reason I bring it up is to provide some insight and 

background into the mindset of the lovely Madam Sugar. I’ve done that in terms of Madam 

Krystal and Madam Yang, and since this Prologue (I was going to make it a Chapter, but it 

seems to “fit” better as a Prologue of sorts) is all about Madam Sugar, well, some background is 

in order.  

Back to the “present”. 

“Rub my feet, boy! I’m exhausted! I’ve been working all day long” was her last command before 

going off to sleep, and I must admit I did a fairly good job before falling asleep around 3:40 

A.M. or so, which in itself wouldn’t have been a big deal, but my darn head hit her soles as I fell 

asleep, unable to control my exhaustion any longer, and it was almost as if I was using her soles 

as a pillow of sorts.  

(Why was I so exhausted, you might ask? Well, Chapter 3 and the rest of what happened in the 

“holidays” will provide you with all the reasons you have, and should answer any and all 

questions in that regard as well!) 

And she woke up instantly, of course, being a light sleeper.  



“How dare you fall asleep?” and that shrill, and decidedly “unsexy “voice of hers “trilled out” 

loudly, and though I was half asleep at the time, a quick smack to the head brought me to your 

sense.  

“You damned servant! You damned Indian servants! Can’t you ever do anything right, boy?” 

Here I should say that I am of Indian descent, and though I don’t “look” the part in terms of 

being “Indian” and “he have black skin” (as the Chinese love to say; when most Chinese think of 

Indians, they think of Indians as being “poor and impoverished “blackies” from a third world 

nation), and  as I believe I’ve mentioned in other writings, passports and other documents matter 

not to the Chinese.  

Now, this is not a debate about whether or not India is a third world nation … my point is to 

highlight the racist mentality.  

It matters not, for instance, if a Chinese person born in the U.K., let’s say, someone that doesn’t 

speak Chinese and has never been to mainland China, someone that is, for instance, the “proud” 

holder of passports from three different nations, none of them issued by the “People’s Republic 

of China”.  

The “people” will always look upon them and refer to them as Chinese regardless of nationality, 

and I don’t use the term “first and foremost” here for a reason.  

It’s not about “being Chinese first and British later”.  

It’s about “being Chinese, and … well, being Chinese, and NOTHING else”.  

Sounds strange and I know that, but ‘tis true, my dear reader. ‘Tis very true.  

She sneered at me and whacked me once again.  

“You bloody Indian! I knew it from the time you walked in class! Your terrible English, I cannot 

to understand, and I no know how America give you passport!”  

And in terms of “giving me a passport”, well, it would be futile to mention my country of birth 

here; as such facts don’t matter to Madam Sugar!  

As for the “poor English” part … well … what can I say, other than a resigned “Your always 

right, Madam Sugar!” 

And being that I was currently “on loan” to her since my own Madam “wanted a break from 

me”, she was fully aware of my situation and my “enslavement” if I might say that to Madam 

Krystal, as well as Madam Yang’s “training” that was so deviously, yet efficiently administered 

all throughout the holidays.  

A “training camp” as it were, if I might say so! 



And so she spoke freely, as opposed to in school where you can tell she was “biting her lip and 

holding herself back”.  

“I’ll teach you, you little bitch! How dare you fall asleep while pressing my feet, Madam 

Sugar’s feet!”  

And she brought a piece of string from the living room, and divided it into two parts, and I could 

see that the string was an old one that was used to “bind together” a package she had recently 

received from Taobao, China’s premier online shopping app. 

“I’m sorry Madam, I …”  

WHACK!  

“Shut up, you foolish thing!” and again, that shrill voice of hers “decreed” and I daresay a couple 

of the “songbirds” I referred to above might have been woken up at that point as well, loud as her 

voice was.  

That voice wouldn’t be out of place on a “matronly school headmistress” by the way, and that 

should give you an idea of just how “shrill” and “cacophonous” it was.  

And she tied the string expertly around my left ear, and tied to the bedpost firmly, and did the 

same with my right ear, so I was literally “pilloried” between the bedposts, and any attempt to 

“drop my head” would result in very painful consequences.  

The string was old, but strong as well, and it would literally have torn half my ear off if I 

“dropped” off as it were!  

“There, boy! Now let’s see you fall asleep!”  

And with that she triumphantly collapsed back into bed, and her soles stared me in the face 

again, long, narrow slender feet, the middle toe being disproportionately larger than the big toe. 

“Daba!”  (and here she meant “press”, Daba being a Hindi word this devious mind (hers, not 

mine!) had apparently picked up from a Bollywood flick of yore), and though I don’t understand 

Hindi too well, I did understand that particular word, uttered though it was in a Chinese accent 

and with a devious giggle at that as if to say “I know the important words in your language too, 

bitch boy!” 

“Press my feet boy! And don’t fall asleep again, or else!” And here she reverted back to English.  

As if I needed any reminding! 

The string had a little slack, but just a little mind you. 

And that slack wasn’t to “allow me a little relief”.  



It was to (in a perverse sort of way) encourage me to “move my head more from that 

uncomfortable position it was in”, the “little bit of slack” being a constant reminder to “move 

that bit more”, if you get my drift, with very painful consequences indeed! 

And as I massaged her feet, her snores filled the room quickly enough, and I continued 

massaging her feet as she slept, the consummate servant as it were, and the hours ticked by, 

slowly but steadily until morning.  

6:15 A.M., I believe it was …  

And finally she stirred and her feet shifted positions just a tad bit. She was obviously either really 

tired (or, and most likely), the long foot massage while she was sleeping is what had put her into 

a deep, restful sleep, the type you don’t wake up from easily.  

Nothing of that nature from me, and my shoulders, back and arms were literally killing me, not to 

mention my neck which felt like a piece of pulverized meat by now.  

Madam Sugar by the way seems to have an “internal” alarm clock, and being an early riser by 

nature, she usually wakes up between 6:15 A.M. – 6:30A.M.  

(I’m not – when I have the choice, that is!) 

And she lazily stretched like a cat might upon arising, and looked at me as if I was waking up 

from a restful sleep myself.  

“Hello, boy!” she said, and she said so causally that an onlooker might have been surprised at my 

position, as to how this seemingly “friendly” woman could even think of putting a man in a 

position like I was in now.  

But the look in her eyes gave it away, and though her voice wasn’t loud or even menacing at that 

point, the sly and conniving eyes told me that she was thoroughly enjoying EVERY moment of 

the predicament I’m in.  

“I enjoyed my sleep, boy! Did you? Did you sleep well, little man?” 

And here she pinched the bridge of my nose hard between a couple of toes and shook my head, 

and I couldn’t take it any longer as fresh stabs of pain shot through the sides of my neck and my 

ears, by God, my ears were CHAFED and sore by then! 

This didn’t seem to bother Sugar though.  

“Who tied you there, little man? Aww, that’s so sad! Your little ears (and here I yelled in pain as 

she yanked the string that tied my left ear to the post HARD) …” 

And without warning, she spat in my face.  



“That’ll teach you, boy! It’ll teach (here she sniggered and made an underhand reference to me 

“supposedly” being a “respected teacher”) you not to fall asleep while massaging ME!” 

She then cut the strings, and laid back down on the bed with her phone (which was always at her 

bedside table while she slept). 

“It seems Krystal’s too easy on you, boy. We’ll have to address this”.  

“Hmm!” she went on, seemingly talking to no-one in particular, but the next command made it 

very clear “who” she was talking to.  

“Kiss my soles, boy, and kiss them until I tell you to stop!” 

“Kiss them and thank me with every kiss, you little Indian bitch!” 

And I did as she bade, and soon enough the room was filled with noises of kissing as I kissed her 

admittedly (to me, at least) unsexy soles and uttered a “Thank you, Madam Sugar!” with each 

kiss.  

That’s one thing about Madam Krystal, by the way, and it was part of what “attracted” me to her 

in the first place … her legs, and if you remember, her feet, though definitely not in the way 

you’d think in terms of her feet. I’ve explained that part in the first Volume, but briefly put again 

here, I was NOT submissive by any stretch of the imagination, and those that have read the first 

Volume will remember the first major “spat” occurring when I refused to massage my (now) 

Owner’s feet as they always should be!  

Madam Sugar’s feet were nowhere near as attractive, and yet, the passion and fear with which I 

kissed them would have you thinking I was kissing Miss Universe, such was the “devotion” on 

display.  

A scalded dog learns quickly, doesn’t it? 

So does a punished slave.  

“Thank you, Madam Sugar. Muah! Thank you Madam Sugar! Muah! Thank you …” and she had 

enough of this after five minutes, and ordered me to go about my household tasks. 

“Bring me my breakfast, boy! Hurry up!”  

And as the shrill command rang out, I hurried to the small kitchen where I then proceeded to 

prepare breakfast for her, dumplings and Chinese “milk” tea as she preferred to have in the 

mornings, placed it all on a tray once done (I think it took about thirty minutes in all), and 

brought it back to her in bed as she ate, completely ignoring me, checking her phone in the 

process.  



She ate hungrily as if she had been “starving” for days, and the two bowls of dumplings were 

soon empty, as she “chomped” it all down and then washed it down with a serving of tea.  

“Boy”, she spoke to me between mouthfuls, making no attempt to conceal the bits of food still in 

her mouth. “Come here!”  

“Kneel by me!” and I knelt by her side on the hard wooden floor as she looked at me, apparently 

annoyed with something.  

And just like that, she leaned forward and grabbed my right ear, and painfully twisted it as if I 

were a student in her class.  

But of course, she’d never twist a student’s ear THAT painfully, and I squirmed in agony as she 

literally did her best to tear my right ear off while looking at me.  

An ear that had, of course been through a lot of “torture” the night before and when I looked in 

the mirror later, I could angry red marks all over the parts of my ear that “attached” to my head, 

and especially the bottoms. 

“Madam Sugar! Madam, Madam, please!” I squealed like a little bitch and she whacked me with 

her other hand across the face.  

“I told you to put more meat in the dumplings, boy! Did I not??”  

And again, her shrill, cantankerous at the best of times voice boomed out along the room, and 

just like this, she leaned out and spat in my face, and I reeled, my face full of “half masticated” 

dumplings and out of the corner of my eye, I noticed there was still one solitary dumpling 

remaining in her bowl, a solitary straggler as it were.  

She had actually told me to put plenty of pork in there (NO puns intended) but I had, and …  

“Is that how you prepare breakfast, boy??! Is THAT how Madam Yang trained you?? (A repeat 

dialogue, obviously, but she said it again and therefore I mention it here)” 

And she leaned forward and whacked me again, and the rays of the sun coming in through the 

window blurred with each whack, blow that her “dainty” fingers (in stark comparison to that 

voice I mentioned, which wouldn’t be out of place on a foghorn in the stormy Atlantic) 

delivered, dainty yet strong as it were.  

I’ve often mentioned before that Chinese girls, though petite in general, can be incredibly strong. 

As they say, it’s not the size of the dog. It’s the size of the fight in the dog, and believe me, these 

dominant, gorgeous Chinese women have plenty of fight and spunk in them!  

I don’t know if I mentioned this in the last Volume (I believe I did but I am not sure) but I have a 

fitness biz in addition to some other things I do here in China and on the topic of Chinese ladies 



being strong, one of the strongest Chinese ladies I’ve ever seen was a middle aged and otherwise 

petite lady who used to deliver 20 liter water bottles to me.  

You know the sort; I’m sure … the sort that you “upturn” onto water dispensers …  

Being I used to live on the fifth floor at the time, and my building had no elevator, guess who 

carried those bottles up by hand, one in each hand! 

Guess who, quite literally had forearms like Popeye, if not the look, certainly the strength.  

And believe me, she wasn’t “one of a kind”. Plenty of women, especially those that work jobs 

that require lifting or repetitive manual labor develop this sort of strength simply from lugging 

stuff on a regular basis, and believe me, they’re usually way stronger in many regards than the 

average male gym “gorilla” or “meathead”. 

Or some of the Chinese masseuses that I’ve been to in the past, to quote yet another example.  

Tiny little ladies that you wouldn’t commonly associated with “being strong”, and yet strong 

indeed they were, so strong that a lot of these girls could literally massage you for hours and feel 

no exhaustion coming on in their fingers.  

Of course, there is a limit to everything, and a lot of massage workers do have health issues from 

overwork and poor working conditions, but in general, the average foot massage worker (for 

instance) would think nothing about massaging a pair of shoulders or feet for two hours straight.  

By the way, “past” is the keyword there. Madam Krystal would never allow me to even think of 

getting a massage, and from a woman? No way, Jose … she’d probably chop my nuts off I even 

thought of it.  

Not that I would, of course, my entire mind having but one thing in mind these days.  

Feet. Feet, feet, and more feet, and female feet at that.  

To be more accurate, female soles and calves (although yes, the foot in general was a focal 

point). 

And NOT because I wanted or “enjoyed” it, but because of the successful training 

delivered by Madam Yang over the recently completed holidays.  

What do I mean?  

Well, you’ll read more about that in Chapter 3, but for now, let’s just bear in mind that the first 

thing this “once alpha” male (as my “beloved” Editor so succinctly puts it in some of the 

introductions on Amazon) looks at when he sees a woman these days, a Chinese lady I should 

say (how dare I use the term “woman”, eh!?) is her feet.  



I notice her feet. I notice her footwear. And automatically, a line that Madam Yang had literally 

“burnt” into my consciousness comes to mind.  

“Every woman needs a different sort of foot massage, boy! Remember that!” 

She said this one afternoon as I was “pressing her feet” after her afternoon siesta, and being she 

had just come back from a run in the morning (I think I mentioned she was taking advantage of 

the holidays to ostensibly lose weight, and though it didn’t “show”, that’s what she said the goal 

was), she was tired, and her calves in particular needed attention.  

I still think it was more of an excuse to “train me better” than to lose weight, but then again, who 

am I to comment, eh?! 

And she continued speaking, in that low, menacing sort of “monotone” she prefers to use (or 

perhaps baritone would be a better descriptor). 

I continued massaging the arch of her foot as she spoke, and …  

“Look at a woman’s soles carefully, you idiot!” (and here she kicked me on the side of the head 

as she spoke, and none too lightly either if I might say so). 

“You men are all idiots! God! Can’t you do anything right, you bloody moron, you good for 

nothing servant, you fucking cur?” 

And I cringed, not sure what I had done wrong. It was only yesterday (if you recall, though it felt 

like forever) that she had been lying down on the bed as my clothes were in disarray on the floor, 

and I was massaging her feet before Madam Krystal joined in, and at that point she seemed 

perfectly happy with her arches being massaged …  

But as is her wont, she “calmed” down shortly thereafter, though in her case, of course, and as 

the reader no doubt knows, that “calm” is always the precursor to a storm, and a rather painful 

one at that based upon past “icy” experiences (and for those that don’t know, please go back and 

re-read “Volume #2”; it literally “chills me to the bone” to mention that bit about my balls 

literally being “iced” here!). 

She turned over on her stomach and I fearfully massaged her fat, yet fair skinned calves, my 

fingers kneading the tension out of the muscles, and for once, she emitted a relaxed sigh of 

pleasure.  

And she spoke.  

“Look at a woman’s foot very carefully, boy! Always remember that though a woman might be 

beautiful, sexy, or not, none of that is your concern! Your job is to be at her feet, and to serve 

like a docile and obedient little bitch!” 



She turned over again, and was on her back this time, legs spread casually on the bed as if to 

“dare” me to look towards here private parts, but of course I didn’t! 

She knew I wouldn’t, of course. In fact, she couldn’t have been more comfortable lying there in 

bed (on, what used to be, if you remember, “my” bed!?!) if she had been a Queen of yore being 

served by a group of eunuchs employed especially to serve her and “keep her company” as it 

were.  

“A woman’s soles should literally be talking to you, boy, and if they don’t, you better talk to 

them!”  

And here she went on to explain how each woman needs a massage administered differently and 

“tailor-made” for her body type as it were, and she focused on the feet, calves, and soles.  

You’ll see more on this “conditioning” later on in Chapter 3, but for now, I just mention it to 

explain why (after my “enslavement” to Madam Krystal) I’d never even dare to dream of going 

in for a massage here in China at this point, despite it being one of the most pleasurable 

experiences you can have when here.  

And as for what was happening now, I think the reader understands the part about Madam Sugar 

being amazingly strong for her size, and she must have delivered about 20 or 25 blows to the 

head in rapid succession, and it felt like my brain was a ping pong ball being “bounced” about 

inside my skull as it were.  

“Look at this!” and she picked up the solitary straggler, the sole remaining dumpling, and held it 

up distastefully as if it were a worm that had wriggled inside her salad, so to speak.  

“Pathetic! You can see there’s literally no meat in there!”  

You couldn’t, of course, but who was I to argue the point? 

And she put it in her mouth, and chewed, and then made an awful face and you’d think she had 

literally swallowed vermin at that point so disgusted did she look.  

“Disgusting!” the shrill voice rang out again, and she spat, not directly at me, but right there on 

the floor beside me, and I now not only had the remnants of “half masticated” dumplings 

hanging on to my face, the dough “sticking” to my skin as it were in a most awful manner, but I 

had said remains right next to me as well, except in a larger quantity.  

“Try that, boy! Try it for yourself and tell me! Do it have meat or not!” 

(Pardon the Chinglish, by the way. I’m quoting verbatim and prefer to do so, which necessitates 

the Chinglish as spoken by the lovely Madam Sugar, the one “most qualified” to pass judgment 

on a foreign teacher’s English abilities as it were, given her own “outstanding” English skills). 



Anyway, I couldn’t understand what she was getting at, and I goggled wide eyed at her as if I 

was a frisky, overaggressive German Shepherd trying to “mark my territory” in the woods and 

coming face to face with a cranky Siberian bear while doing so.  

“Try? How, Madam … Where, Madam, what, Madam!” 

“Quiet!” and her voice boomed out much as mine did in class a lot of times when trying to get 

the rowdy students to calm down. ‘Tis funny, but I use the exact same word in class said in the 

exact same tone (except of course with NO sexual overtures) and though the “assistants” seemed 

to find this hilarious at times, here they were using the same word with me, and in a very 

effective manner as it were.  

Poetic “femdom style” justice as it were, I suppose.  

Serves me right for messing up Madam Krystal’s name that first day, I thought.  

Serves me right for falling asleep while massaging Madam Sugar’s feet! 

And as these thoughts passed through my mind, another tiny voice piped up in my mind saying 

“Boy, that’s amazing! They’re really conditioned you well, haven’t they?!” 

Indeed they have, and still are, and mind bogglingly enough, it’s all just beginning.  

“There!” And her finger pointed at the mess on the floor. “Eat it, boy!” 

And here I must have made an expression of sheer disgust without meaning to (believe me; I 

didn’t want to risk any more blows!) and this was apparently so funny to her that she laughed out 

loud, that shrill and aggravating laugh of hers “bouncing off the walls” as it were.  

“Whats the matter, boy? Too good to eat the breakfast you served me, you little fool?” 

Smack! And she whacked me on the face again, this time backhanded, and those bony knuckles 

of her darn near split my upper lip, and (again, I saw this when I looked in the mirror later) left a 

nasty bruise on the side of my upper lip.  

“Eat!” And I miserably started to pick up the pieces from the floor and eat when I was stopped 

yet again.  

“With your face! Lick, doggie boy!” 

And she laughed out loud as I literally tried to “scoop” the doughy mess from the floor with my 

teeth and lips alone, and I managed to get most of the revolting mess in my mouth, and I 

remember feeling thoroughly and utterly emasculated at that point.  

Here I was, just two weeks or so into my “relationship” with Madam Krystal (whatever that 

relationship was), and I had already …  



… had my balls iced.  

… been forced to literally “worship” females like I had never, ever done in my LIFE before, and 

it was just beginning! 

… been forced to serve these lovely dominant Chinese ladies in any every way, shape and form, 

and in the most humiliating manners possible, both sexually and otherwise.  

… been forced to serve three ladies all of whom I still, amazingly enough, “worked” with at the 

school (although I was on an “extended break of sorts” at the time I was “loaned” to Madam 

Sugar, the excuse given to the school being that “Michael’s not back from his holiday in the 

U.S.A. as yet. He needs a few more days”). 

… and now, I had been pilloried between bedposts all night like a true slave might have been in 

days bygone, and I was “plumbing” new depths as it were (no puns intended!) as I literally ate 

food that she had chewed out and spat onto the floor! 

Ugh! It was nasty, and she laughed again.  

“Is there any meat in there, boy?” she asked me, a nasty expression still on that face of hers, and 

the eyes blazing with wicked intent and cunning, the “gleam of evil” as it were, the thin lips 

pursed and menacing, much as with Madam Yang.  

I wouldn’t have dared to disagree even if that damned dumpling had a cow stuffed inside of it, 

and I vigorously shook my head, pangs of pain passing through my neck and skull as I did so.  

Whack!  

“Of course it does, boy! It’s the last piece that has some meat in it! Be honest! I thought you said 

you’re always honest!”  

Well, yes, I’m always honest and I make sure to mention this in class a lot of times as language 

aside, honesty is one of the best values to inculcate, period.  

Sure, I wouldn’t care if I was happy simply performing a “dancing monkey” role as they 

expected me to do at the end of the day, but as I mentioned in the last Volume, I pride myself on 

being a “real teacher” and doing my job to the best of my ability, and part of being a real teacher 

includes teaching the students about life as far as possible, and values as well as opposed to 

simply language tuition as it were.  

(That is just my opinion, of course. Feel free to disagree!) 

And honestly speaking, I thought it had the same amount of meat in it as the other dumplings 

had. I should know. I was the one that stuffed the minced pork in there this morning! 

And I stared at her confused, and spoke as if on auto-pilot.  



“Oh, yes, your right, Madam … it …” 

Whack!  

And another blow landed, this time on the lower chin.  

“No it doesn’t, boy! Be honest!”  

And she laughed out loud, and smacked me even harder for one final time.  

“That’s what you get, boy! That’s what you deserve, that’s what ALL you foreigners deserve!” 

And with that, she rose, and pushed me in the chest with a foot and I fell to the ground.  

“Clean up, bitch. I’m going to take a shower. I have a long day ahead. Get my clothes ready! The 

navy blue one piece dress, boy!”  

And with that, she turned on her heel, and strode off into the bathroom where I soon heard the 

toilet flushing and the water running in the sink as Madam got ready for her day.  

I said “water running in the sink”, right?  

Right, and while you might expect the water to pour forth from the shower head as well, that 

didn’t happen. Most Chinese prefer to shower at night, and she was the same.  

I don’t quite agree with this philosophy, at least NOT in the part of China we are living in. I’ll 

explain the why’s and wherefore’s in the last Chapter, but for now, suffice to say that it makes 

for a most interesting “experience” in terms of “body odors” … especially the men.  

The women sometimes make an attempt to cover it up lamely with perfume etc, but even that 

doesn’t really do the trick. The men, however, make NO attempt to cover it up, and I’ve often 

literally wanted to “hold my nose” as I’ve spoken people, so disgusting was the body odor 

emanating from them.  

I remember a case of a guy that I called to repair my air-conditioner once. He “stank so bad” that 

the stink persisted in the living room for HOURS after he left, and I could smell some 

“remnants” the next day as well! 

Anyway, I cleaned up, and laid out the clothes on her bed, each piece immaculately in place, 

underwear and hose included, and I then knelt respectfully by the door as she liked me to do 

every morning while she was “completing her toilet”, knowing what was to come next.  

“Towel, bitch boy! Hurry up!” and sure enough, the command rang out like clockwork, and I 

scurried off to the bathroom, and handed her the towel as she stood there naked, completely 

unconcerned about “roving eyes” as it were.  



She had tossed her clothes to the floor, and I picked them up myself, Madam being too good to 

bend and pick up clothes strewn on the bathroom floor as you might well imagine! 

I, of course kept my eyes very firmly averted to the ground as I did this, and helped her wrap a 

towel around her nakedness.  

This was more a “symbolic act” though if I might say so, and she strode into the bedroom soon 

thereafter, threw off said towel, and waited right there with hands on her hips as I helped her 

dress, a magnificent Queen, no less, hands on hips, completely naked, and awaiting the slave! 

I helped her put her panties on first, and spread the cloth wide apart so she could slip her feet into 

both sections of the (under)garment. Of course, she is too “good” to hoist it up herself, so I 

pulled it up to her ass, and made sure at making sure “everything was in place”, if you get my 

drift.  

No “stray” pieces of cloth should be allowed to touch her vaginal area! It needs to be all done 

perfectly! 

And though I did it perfectly, she smacked me one on the head anyway, albeit somewhat lightly 

(she seemed sort of preoccupied with the day ahead, it seemed to me …).  

“Why did you lay the hose out, you idiot?? It’s too hot to wear hose! Plus I want to show off my 

lovely legs today anyway!”  

“I’m sorry, Madam!” I said while helping her with her brassiere, fastening the clasps securely 

around her back and meant it. I have no idea why I thought hose would be a good idea, hot as it 

is outside. Perhaps my brain was “addled” from lack of sleep and all the punishment I got last 

night.  

She “harrumphed” in an annoyed sort of manner as I applied powder to her armpits. Madam did 

NOT, as most Chinese don’t prefer using deodorant. I’ll touch upon that at length later. 

But, the topic of “deodorants” of course brings to mind another curious incident that occurred at 

the school and one I feel compelled to share if just for the sheer “contrast”.  

What do I mean by that?  

Well, she sits in the same “teachers” office as the foreign teachers do. And being there’s only 

three foreign teachers there most of the time (the fourth being me, who works there part time and 

therefore is not required to put in “office hours”), she occupies the last desk in the office, right 

towards the back of the wall.   

I have virtually no idea why the administration put her there, being she’s NOT officially 

supposed to supervise us.  



I have no idea why she got the “supervisor’s desk” right at the back of the room (you know, so 

that no-one could “see” what she was doing) either.  

Ties in with what I said and keep saying about “foreign chattel”, huh? 

Anyhow, there was an issue she created the first day (or perhaps it was the second day of work 

after the semester started) in the office and upon hearing what it was I literally bawled in 

laughter.  

Apparently one of the foreign teachers used too much deodorant, and it “stank the place up”, and 

she couldn’t “breathe”.  

This made even funnier by the fact that the rest of us couldn’t even smell said deodorant! 

I’ll get to this later on again, but for now …  

“Dress, boy! Hurry up!” and I helped her slide into the one piece dress, and she stood there after 

I was done, admiring herself in the full length mirror in the bedroom, pirouetting on her heel like 

a ballet dancer. 

“Michael! Don’t I look just lovely?” 

And so “sugary” sweet was her tone, so loving, the treacle literally “pouring” from every word 

that you’d be forgiven for thinking that we were a couple of “lovebirds” in the bedroom right 

there, about ready to “burst into song” at the sight of the lovely female part of the couple.  

She didn’t look lovely at all, of course, at least not to me. Though she’s young, she looks 

somewhat like a “young hag” if that makes sense but that’s NOT doing a disservice to her looks.  

No, it’s got literally nothing to do with her looks in my opinion. It’s her attitude, that sly, 

dominant, cunning attitude, that “bitchy” attitude if I may, but then again, that’s why she and her 

utterly lovely Chinese brethren are born naturals at dominating members of the opposite sex! 

And it’s that natural dominance, that sheer attitude that just ebbs and flows from these lovely 

ladies, that sheer NATURALLY SUPERIOR aura that emanates from them that really does it, if 

you get my drift.  

I’ve said it once, and I’ll say it again. Men, be careful what you wish for. Be very, very careful, 

especially in mainland China, as you might, or probably WILL just get exactly that and MORE, 

and …  

… and whats more you’ll end up liking it in a weird, perverse sort of manner, and think it’s your 

natural place to serve the lady as she deserves to be, a superior Queen, always above you, and it 

will always, always be a ONE way street thereon in …  

… and you better get used to it! 



 “Shoes, boy!” And I brought her shoes to the bedroom, one piece high heels as it were, and 

slipped them on for her as she sat on the bed, a huge smile on her face.  

“This is life, boy! Having someone to wait on me hand and foot, massage me all night long, cook 

for me, clean for me, serve me like a true slave, as if I were a true Goddess … which I AM, of 

course!”  

And she stood, “towering” over me as I knelt there obsequiously and respectfully at her feet, 

looking at the pointed tips of her shoes.  

The order remained unsaid, and I kissed each shoe reverently, and kissed it all over, thanking her 

again.  

“Thank you, Madam Sugar. Muah! Thank you Madam Sugar! Muah! Thank you …” 

And she pushed me away after a while, and headed out to the door which I opened for her, of 

course, scurrying in front of her like a raccoon, careful to keep my eyes averted to the floor at all 

times, and fearful of her reaching the door before me, or else! 

She paused as I opened the door, and I sneaked a peek outside uneasily. ‘Twas kind of early, but 

people were up and about as is often the case in China, with people being everywhere at all hours 

of the day and night, and I didn’t want them to see me in my predicament …  

As of now, of course it was just the three ladies that “knew” about this. God only knows how 

many more Madam Krystal had told, of course, but I certainly didn’t want Madam Sugar’s 

neighbors knowing either! 

Of course, she had different thoughts, as she suddenly grabbed me by the hair and I winced as 

those strong fingers of hers grabbed a huge clump of hair on my head and yanked it upwards.  

“Now, listen up, you little Indian bitch”, and here she put one shoe directly on my groin, the 

business end of the heel thankfully digging into my inner thigh instead of my nut sack (thank 

God, or Goddess Sugar as it were for small mercies, eh?!), and the tip of the shoe resting on my 

“pork and chops” (penis and balls, of course), uncomfortably squishing my nuts, and the pain in 

my inner thigh made me squeal though it was nothing compared to what would have happened if 

that heel dug into either one of my, or both of, my bollocks, of course! 

“AHH! Madam, I …” 

“Listen up, boy!” She went on, seemingly (but of course, not really) impervious and oblivious to 

the pain she was causing me and dug her heel in further as she did so.  

I gritted my teeth, trying not to scream out loud, though it was a task, I must admit, and it felt 

like her heel was literally shearing off part of my inner thigh to be honest.  



“Theek se sun!” And here she giggled, and for the uninitiated, she was speaking Hindi again, 

apparently more “bits and pieces” that she had picked up from some Bollywood flick no doubt.  

(I think it translates into something to the effect of “listen carefully!” said in a rude and impolite 

tone. I’m not 100% sure on that, of course, so I happily stand corrected if I’m wrong there, of 

course, but that is what I believe it translates into). 

And she reeled off a list of domestic duties that would make the average “retinue” of household 

staff in Victorian England cringe, right from the boot boy to the esteemed butler.  

So lengthy was the list of tasks assigned, so detailed were the requirements, and so stringent 

indeed were the standards (ouch! She dug her heel in EVEN further when detailing that last bit!) 

that it would have taxed a whole gaggle of servants, not just one solitary “Indian” bitch (me)! 

And finally she left, after one final lingering sneer, and a forefinger raised menacingly in the air 

as she departed looking back, eyebrows raised in a most alarming manner as if to say “don’t 

neglect to complete this, you idiot, or else …!” 

So that was an average morning with Madam Sugar, and the reason I mention it?  

Well, just to show you that what I keep “carping” upon about these lovely ladies (apologies, but I 

can’t help but put the term “lovely” behind “Chinese lady” every time I say it) being naturally 

and truly dominant, more so than the media and all the rubbish about “traditional Asian females” 

would have you think.  

The reality is quite the opposite, as the reader no doubt knows by now, and they have all their 

own unique twist to it (nipples aside, pun not really intended!).  

Madam Yang and Madam Krystal loved sexual servitude in addition to everything else, but this 

wasn’t the case with Madam Sugar. Throughout my brief (yet “enlightening” in many ways) stay 

with her, she never once even hinted at wanting any sort of sexual pleasure from the servant.  

Madam Krystal prefers pedicures, and foot massages to be done well, but her attention to detail 

is nowhere near what Madam Yang’s, that esteemed lady being far, far more of a “perfectionist” 

as well as stern taskmistress, ever ready to punish at the slightest need to do so. Experience no 

doubt has a lot to do with that, and I can already feel Madam Krystal picking up the threads here 

as if to say “the student can always strive to better the Master (Mistress!)”.  

Madam Sugar had her unique way of humiliating me as well, and in a deviant sort of way I must 

admit her use of the Hindi language, albeit heavily accented, but said in the right sort of tone 

regardless was the real icing on the cake of domination I was being served on on a daily basis.  

Hindi isn’t my “first language”, of course, but I do know a bit of it, and this Chinese lady, this 

younger and commanding Chinese lady I might add speaking to me like a household serf of yore 



using terms that were decidedly unpolite in terms of the grammar and language being used, let 

alone the tone, made me feel like less than chattel at the best of times.  

I may get back to my “adventures” with Madam Sugar later on, but for now, let’s “hark back” to 

where we left off in the initial narrative, that being my “training period” during the holidays with 

the two ladies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 3 (continued from the last Volume) 

The fine art of turning what had once been a “man “or the remnants thereof, into less than 

chattel …  

 

Well, well, well. Phew! Just typing that bit above …(and I’m not just referring to the title of this 

Chapter. I’m referring as well to that bit above with Madam Sugar)! 

Back to where we left off in the last Volume then. I believe we ended with Madam Krystal’s bit 

on how I licked her to multiple orgasms that morning?   

She did a pretty good job of explaining the sexual servitude part but there’s more to it, of course. 

Way more to it than what “meets the eye”.  

Being a good “woman” or a good wife as the imperious Madam Yang likes to put it entails more 

than just providing oral service.  

And though being a “traditional” wife in China might (keyword being MIGHT) bring to mind 

pictures of lovely smiling Chinese ladies in qi paos, lovely barefoot Chinese ladies at home if I 

may say, in actuality its anything but these days, and my writings (especially the ones as of late) 

should be enough proof by themselves.  

But why just my writings? Take a gander around modern day China, and, more specifically 

homes in modern day China and you’ll see that the women, even the housewives are anything 

but the submissive housewives they are portrayed as.  

And Madam Yang, of course took the idea of being a “good housewife” very seriously -  but 

only when a male was fulfilling this role, of course! 

In her own words … and as y’all familiar with the series no doubt know, she’s rather abrupt at 

the best of times, so I’ll paraphrase: -  

“ 

It involves being submissive. It involves being demure. It involves keeping your head bowed 

when your superiors (or in this case, your “husband(s)” a.k.a “Madam Krystal, and for now, 

me, Madam Yang” enter the room”).  

It involves not thinking about your own pleasure, but only your Madam’s pleasure! Remember, a 

good male housewife always has a “husband” to serve and in your case, the lovely Madam 

Krystal is your “husband”, bitch!  



You have no rights unless they are “doled out sparingly” to you by your Superior, or a lady 

that SHE, and only she deems to be a Superior as well and even THEN, these rights can be 

rescinded at any time, boy!  

However, she has all the rights and then some. It’s a one way street, and you better get used to 

it, as that’s just how it IS! 

She should not lack for anything, be it sex, money, massages when she so desires or simply a 

relaxed, comfortable life involving NO housework, no cooking and certainly no cleaning!  

And so forth. The above are just a few examples! 

As for sex (here she sneered and leered at my “dickie” as she spoke) … “never with you! Ugh! I 

can’t even imagine the thought of that … (and she looked menacingly at my nether regions again 

as she spoke) … that horrible looking thing entering …” 

She shuddered, leaving the rest of it unsaid, but the drift was clear.  

Of course, there are always repercussions when it comes to my dick and balls, or, should I say 

even when just talking about them (!!), and here she looked at me with that bloodcurdling gaze 

as if to say “All I did was ice your balls the last time, you little bitch. It’ll be way worse this time 

around!”). 

 In short, it involves being truly submissive, boy!  

You exist for Madam Krystal’s pleasure, and her pleasure alone! And this week’s training is 

meant to remind of your place, and is meant to provide you with the “tools” for “success” in 

terms of pleasing your Madam to the best extent possible for your whole life, or as long as she 

so chooses, boy! 

” 

Well, that’s pretty much her idea of the “ideal male housewife” as it were. Can’t say I agree in 

full, but then again, I don’t have the right to disagree, do I?! 

On that note, am I even a man anymore?  

I still have all the required “equipment” to classify me as a male, of course, but fear mixed in 

with conditioning (the right conditioning if I might say) has literally “paralyzed” the equipment 

to such a point that I rarely ever get a hard “dickie” any more, unless of course my nipples are 

played with (and of course, the ladies know this, and do this on a regular basis just to punish me 

that much more).  



Madam Sugar hasn’t ever done this though. She literally “loathes” the male from what I can tell, 

and while I’m not entirely sure if she is lesbian, she might as well be from the way she distances 

herself from anything even remotely sexual.  

“You men are all worthless, boy! Fit to serve, and nothing else!” the words still ring LOUD 

AND CLEAR in my mind, much like she had said them yesterday …  

Anyway, I’ll let the reader decide the answer to the question above …  

Anyhow, I think I mentioned the part about my gaze naturally shifting to a lady’s feet these days 

as opposed to her face? I think I also mentioned the part about Madam Yang explaining to me 

how every lady is different, and how every lady’s feet, specifically the soles, should “talk to me” 

on a regular basis? 

“The soles, and the asshole, boy”, she went on quietly (I’m picking up the threads for that 

conversation that I mentioned in passing in the Prologue). 

“These are the two areas of a lady’s body that are “commonly considered” unclean (here she 

laughed, and mentioned Madam Krystal did well when she ordered me to buy that hand mirror 

so she could, quite literally, check her soles every time they were pedicured), and YOU, boy, 

need to pay special attention to these parts and worship them as if they were precious gold!” 

“Which they are, of course”, she continued, and she prodded me with her foot gently as if to say 

“pay close attention, bitch!” 

“A woman’s toes should always remain painted, such as mine are (and here she flexed those 

lovely toes of her in my face), and her soles should always be pristine, clean, and soft as a baby’s 

bottom, boy! Do you understand?” 

She looked at me in a manner that chilled me to the bone.  

“Yes, Madam, of course, I …” and I massaged her with renewed vigor as the stare quite literally 

“bore” into me if I might say so.  

“Of course you do, footboy! You better understand!” 

And she went on with nary a pause.  

“Look at a lady’s feet, boy. Look at her footwear! The type of footwear she is wearing as well as 

the type of the foot itself, in fact her entire body shape dictates how she needs and WILL GET 

her feet massaged!” 

A lot of readers might be “shaking their heads” at the one sided nature of the conversation, but 

remember, this wasn’t a conversation. Chattel don’t have conversations, do they?  

Neither do slaves, but they sure as heck can be trained like dogs! 



The only real conversation skills a servant, or more accurately, a slave really needs is to say 

“Yes, Madam” (in all it’s guises, shapes and forms). Nothing more than that is really required! 

And being trained I was, as I received “first hand education” on how a woman’s sole, quite 

literally “talks to the man serving it”.  

Their assholes as well, but one thing at a time. Let me get to the feet first!   

I was often required to kneel and literally stare at their soles for lengthy periods of times as they 

watched T.V. or chatted casually. My job was (during these periods) to simply kneel and focus 

on nothing but the pair of soles I was facing, and believe me, it was NOT easy to do.  

Don’t believe me? Try doing it for more than ten minutes at a time on your knees, without 

moving, without paying attention to anything going on around you, simply focusing upon the 

soles, the bottoms of their lovely feet, the way the toes blended into the foot, the entire foot itself, 

the way the middle toe was somewhat larger than the rest on Madam Krystal’s foot …  

“Pretty soon our soles will start to chat with you, boy”, giggled Madam Krystal during one of 

these sessions. “You won’t be talking to us anymore. You’ll be talking to the bottoms of our 

feet!” 

Often times they’d put nipple clamps on me or shove a dildo up my ass to simply make it more 

uncomfortable for me.  

Yet other times I wouldn’t be kneeling, but squatting in the “take a crap on a squatter” position, 

this apparently something that Madam Sugar (and this was before I was loaned to her, of course. 

Unbeknownst to me she was aware of what was going on, as Madam Krystal had told her 

“fellow” assistant already!) had seen in another Bollywood flick, and is apparently how servants, 

even in modern day India are required to “sit” in front of their “employers”.  

Apparently servants in India can’t even sit on the household furniture or use the household 

utensils. Everything is kept “separate” for them. The servant’s quarters. The servant’s cutlery. 

The servant’s toilet. Et al … and apartheid like though it may sound, apparently that is what it is 

like in many Indian households until this day.  

But why just India, and why just Indians?  

It was happening to ME as well, and from what I know, NOT all servants are expected to stare at 

their owner’s feet for hours! Though there are reports of gross abuse all the time in terms of 

physical violence from what I’ve heard these are the exception rather than the norm (though the 

humiliation obviously is not the exception). 

I was, quite literally, in more ways than one being turned into NOTHING less than 

“dehumanized chattel” as the Editor so adroitly put in the intro for the last piece.  



I remember one particular occasion where I was required to kneel for two hours straight looking 

at Madam Yang’s soles, literally “attempt to imprint” every inch, every contour, every bit of skin 

on those beautiful “petite feet of hers into my brain, my very consciousness! 

The tips of her toes, the slightest glimmer of red nail polish on her big toes …  

Madam Krystal’s broad expanse of soles, the middle toe slightly bigger than the rest, her stubby 

and cute little toes, the way the heel always seemingly required extra work, extra massage, extra 

cleaning …  

Sounds extreme, I know, but try undergoing the sort of conditioning I was undergoing, or being 

forced to undergo, and then get back to me, guys.  

I bet you’ll be singing an entirely different tune altogether, and that is NOT an exaggeration by 

any stretch! 

And amazingly enough, as Madam had said, the soles started “speaking to me” after a couple of 

days of doing this.  

I would often look at Madam Krystal’s soles, for instance, after a short walk outside in heels, and 

the arch of the foot would literally “scream out loud” to be massaged, the skin slightly redder on 

that section of foot, the balls of the feet almost “ordering” me to squeeze the soreness and 

tiredness out of them.  

She has a pair of pointed high heels she wears quite often, so believe me, this happens a lot.  

But she wears flats as well a lot of times, and often wears straw colored sandals, and in this case, 

the entire foot seems just that bit “grimier” as more dust and more specks attach themselves to 

that otherwise pristine and perfectly pedicured (by now!) sole.  

HER lovely soles, as it were.  

And in these cases, the entire foot, as well as her “body language” when sitting seems to literally 

say “don’t focus so much on us, boy! Focus a lot more on the shin, though don’t neglect us!” 

It sounds strange, and almost weird in a sense, but as actual conversation with me dwindled to a 

bare minimum, the two ladies not speaking to the servant any more than was required, I almost 

got to know their soles better than “them”, if that makes sense.  

And if the male reader has ever truly been in the position of “dehumanized chattel” as I found 

myself now, falling further with every new “twist”, well, then you know what I’m talking about.  

The previously alpha male was becoming WELL AND TRULY submissive, the submission 

being ingrained into his psyche on a daily and searing basis.  



Other ladies noticed this, of course. I don’t know if my vibes were outwardly even more 

respectful than they were with the two ladies, but (and again, in a perverse sort of way) I noticed 

that I began to subconsciously “aim to please more”, and “try never to sink below the lofty 

standards that my two Mistresses at the time had set for me”.  

And part of this included them being able to “hold their heads up proudly and dominantly” at 

having the perfect foreign slave at their disposal, a slave THEY had conditioned so well, and 

were therefore both responsible for and reaping the (very “rich” indeed even if I say so myself!) 

rewards of said conditioning.  

I’d try and “communicate this without words” to every lady I saw, and I often saw them snicker 

slyly as my “knowing” gaze lingered more than it should on their feet, and my entire demeanor 

became more and more submissive.  

It’s one thing to look at female feet.  

It’s quite another thing though to look at them in a fully submissive state of mind, eager, willing 

and ever ready to please …and this vibe, my dear reader will communicate itself whether you 

consciously want it to or not. 

Anyway, this sort of thing was just ONE of the “to-do’s” on the bucket list of humiliation they 

had “listed out for me”, and that list grew by the day, almost as if on a mere whim at times.  

Though you might think that were no further depths left to plunge into, there were plenty.  

“The asshole, boy! It’s quite literally the sewer of our bodies”, intoned Madam Yang, as if she 

was teaching an Elementary Biology class, “and, this, for you, boy means it’s yet another area 

that needs to be worshipped, and worshipped well at that!” 

“Your well aware of the sexual side of it, of course, aren’t you, bitch?” giggled Madam Krystal, 

tugging a nipple here, a nipple here as she interjected, raising a cocky and “cocksure” right 

eyebrow at me as she asked.  

And without waiting for me to answer she gave me one to the head.  

“Of course he is!” and here she addressed Madam Yang. “I’m so sorry to interrupt you!” she 

continued, her entire demeanor being that of one who had, either knowingly or unknowingly, 

interrupted the President of a country during an important public presentation.  

MadamYang for her part smiled at her benignly.  

“A lady should always have a clean asshole, boy”, she went on quietly. “And you should know, 

you little bitch, that our fingers (and here she held up an index finger menacingly again and the 

red nail polish, so immaculately done, so perfectly topped off and varnished, glittered in the light 

as she spoke) are too good to clean back there!” 



“Your already cleaning the bathroom multiple times a day, but from here on in (and I think it 

was day #3 in my conditioning routine when this happened, the feet being the first step in the 

progression as it were) you will wipe our asses clean every time after we use the bathroom!” 

I gaped at her, not sure I had heard correctly, and for once I spoke, scarcely believing what I was 

hearing.  

But not for long, as Madam Krystal whacked me another with her broad foot, the blow one of 

those “swinging roundhouses” if you know what I mean and catching me right on the side of my 

jaw as it were.  

You’ll no doubt have noticed, of course that her confidence was literally increasing by leaps and 

bounds with every passing day (and conversely, my own degradation was plummeting to hitherto 

unheard of depths with every passing day as well).  

The student was well on her way to surpass her instructor, and the slave, of course, was well on 

“its” way to total and complete degradation and doomed to live the rest of “its” life as less than 

chattel (well, at least from where I could see at that point, and being all I could see at that point 

were a twin set of soles which needed the heels squeezed from what they were “saying”, 

well …!) 

Madam Yang for her part showed no extra emotion, but then again, she had probably 

“instructed” many a lady before in the art of turning a man into chattel, and it was nothing new 

for her! 

And as with everything else, I learnt on the job as it were, Madam Yang being “kind” enough to 

educate me “personally” if you get the drift.  

“Boy! I have to use the bathroom. Kneel outside with a roll of toilet paper and wait for me to call 

you in for your duties!” 

She then went about “doing her thing” casually as if nothing were about to happen, but as for 

me?  

My insides were literally churning, the way they never had before at the sheer prospect of 

coming “face to face” with her dirty asshole as it were.  

Ugh, I thought … and blanched. I’m about to be forced to wipe someone’s ass clean after they 

quite literally take a “dump”, as it were!  

The very thought itself disgusted me to the core, and if the Earth could have opened up I’d gladly 

have dived into the huge “hole” (NO puns intended!) therein to escape from this novel and most 

utterly disgusting bit of the training!  



“In with you, boy!” and as I slunk in, I saw what I had been expecting to see, and a most 

revolting sight at that, that of Madam Yang bent over the sink, her ass cheeks spread … and … 

well, “giving me the brown eye” as it were.  

I’m NOT ashamed to say the bile rose up in my throat multiple times as I wiped her ass clean 

hurriedly, and it was actually one of those rare times this vixen, this sheer brute of a lady if I may 

say so, actually giggled.  

“Well, well, well!” she giggled, before reverting back to her usual stoic and commanding self.  

“Pull my panties up, boy!” and she patted me on the head as I did this, and she had this to say as 

she walked out of the toilet - “Well done, toilet slut!”  

And from the “odor” emanating from the general vicinity of the toilet itself it was obvious she 

hadn’t flushed it either. Of course, that doesn’t surprise me. Why would she sully her hands with 

tasks as menial as, ahem, flushing the toilet after it’s been used?  

I mentioned the bile rising up in my throat, of course, and I mentioned the “brown eye” but I 

didn’t mention just how vile it was to actually have to clean someone ass with you-know-what 

literally sticking on to it. I think you get the drift though, so I’ll leave the “gory details” be, but 

suffice it to say this, by far was the most humiliating punishment these two had inflicted upon 

me.  

And from there on it, it just got worse, even in terms of THIS punishment.  

Often times, Madam Krystal would order me to kiss her butt cheeks after “cleaning her”, and she 

would make me thank for the “honor” as well!  

“Clean well, boy! After all, you’ll be licking down there soon enough, you know …” was yet 

another one of her devious ways to remind me not only of the fact that she owned me, hook, line 

and sinker as it were, but also to remind me that tongue regularly visited what is generally 

accepted as the “most unclean” parts of the human body.  

And soon, it wasn’t just their feet I got to know a lot better. It was their butt cheeks as well.  

Then of course, there was the nipple “play” (according to Madam Krystal that is what it was, 

according to me it was nipple “torture” in a way without the nipples themselves being directly 

tortured!) that I was slowly, but surely trained to accept, and though “talking to their soles” and 

“cleaning their dirty assholes” was crowning humiliation in all it’s glory (not!) all by itself, this 

took the physical pain to another level altogether.  

According to Madam Yang, I was supposed to be trained to “simply enjoy my nipples being 

played with”, but not get a hard-on while that was happening! 



And being that’s nigh impossible for me the way I was wired (and perhaps impossible for most 

men!), and being that she knew this, of course, it was literally open season in terms of 

punishments for “failing to achieve the goal”. 

“You must learn to control your hard on’s, boy! You don’t want your balls iced again, do you, 

boy?” 

And though she didn’t ice my balls again, she did something even more painful the first time this 

happened.  

I had been instructed to avoid getting hard at any and all costs, and though Madam Krystal 

swayed provocatively in front of me, showing those gorgeous legs of hers off to maximum 

impact as it were, as Madam Yang was instructing me, I had managed to avoid getting a hard on 

until then.  

I’d literally try and “force” my brain to stop sending “get hard” commands to  my dick, which 

was hard enough considering my constant and pent up (and unfulfilled, may I say!) lust. Every 

sway from her, every sashay, even just looking at those perfectly pedicured feet would cause 

more blood to rush to my loins but somehow, just somehow I managed not to get a hard on, 

though my dick was constantly stirring.  

And of course, they sensed my lust, and before I knew it their lithe, agile, and oh-so-talented 

fingers moved to my nipples and despite exerting every ounce of self control I had, my dick 

suddenly had a mind of it’s own, and sprang to “half-mast” as Madam Krystal’s lovely pale 

fingers moved back and forth, expertly flicking the “buds” of my nipples …  

“Hmm!” and Madam Yang spoke in a menacing sort of tone. “This won’t do boy. This won’t do 

at all!”  

She took a fly swatter lying conveniently next to where she was sitting, and though a fly swatter 

hardly weighs anything, believe me, it can do some damage when applied to the right areas, and 

she swatted just that right spot on my ball sac so expertly, that point right “between” the two 

balls as it were, and the pain I felt was out of this world, something I had never felt before, and 

my knees buckled due to the sheer “paralyzing” pain I felt the first time she did it.  

And then of course, it was back to the nipple play, and Madam Krystal was the one that emitted 

the “Hmm!” this time around as my dick rose yet again as my balls literally ached with pain, and 

yet the lust kept flooding back every time they touched my nipples!  

“YOWWWWWWW!”  

And this time I did YELL, and yell loudly as Madam Krystal looked at my rising dick 

disapprovingly, and backhand me one in the balls, and did it with full force, “loosening her 

wrist” as it were, and the entire hand swung back and forth as if on a hinge, as if it was pendulum 



on a grandfather clock, swinging back and forth, and God Almighty, the “bell” did toll, to say 

the least! 

This sadistic game would be played often, and why?  

To achieve a seemingly unachievable goal i.e. that of completely wiping out feelings of “lust” 

within me, something I believe can only really be done one way … and I really, really, REALLY 

hope Madam never goes to that extent if you get my drift! 

Yet something else they had me do to reinforce my status as “female” chattel was to 

completely bar me from wearing any male underwear at all from now.  

As Madam Yang said, “Servants don’t need to wear underwear, boy! Servants need to remain 

barefoot and easily accessible at all times” and here she tossed her head back and did her 

imitation of a “laugh” as she spoke in Madam Krystal’s ear, obviously explaining the “double 

entendre” she had used in terms of the “easily accessible” part!  

“Yes, I agree, Yang”, and Madam Krystal grinned gleefully, nodding her head up and down. 

“You think of the most delightful and practical things. I would never have thought of that!”  

At this point she turned around, and looked at me, kneeling there right next to me, and pinched 

my left nipple playfully, yet hard, and I squealed out loud as she tugged forcefully upwards and 

the net result was to literally “yank” my entire upper body “up” by pulling on that one nipple so 

that I was now looking directly at her.  

“Owww! Madam …” 

And my voice died away as she raised that index finger again, that lovely index finger of hers, 

oh, that gorgeous index finger, and raised it in a manner that only Madam Krystal can.  

“No more male underwear for you, boy!” and she pinched my other nipple as she said this.  

“In fact, when you’re at home, you will not wear anything at all! We prefer you naked all the 

time (and here she tacitly looked at Madam Yang for approval, who nodded back approvingly as 

if to say “Good job, girl! I didn’t think you had it in you a few weeks ago, but you sure do!”), 

naked like a true servant should be in the presence of his (her, and she giggled as she said that) 

superiors!”  

Madam Yang then spoke, again in that quiet “baritone” of hers.  

“You can wear normal clothes outside, boy, but you must ALWAYS wear OUR underwear, 

boy!”  

“Yours, Madam?” I queried, not understanding.  



“Yes, you fool. Ours! Don’t you speak any English?” And here she raised her hand as if to slap 

me, but she didn’t as I cringed, awaiting a “meaty” blow from that petite yet strong palm of hers.  

“His English is pathetic!” chimed in Krystal. “Don’t you remember that first day? He couldn’t 

even understand a simple name like Krystal!”  

Here, of course she omitted to mention how she pronounced it the first day, and omitted, also, to 

mention the fact that she only really learnt how to pronounce it correctly after speaking with me 

that first day after class, but I mean, minor facts like this don’t matter to a Goddess, a superior, 

do they?!?! 

So at that point it was decided that I’d be wearing female underwear, specifically theirs, but there 

was one final rule in mind, which Madam Yang laid out very clearly.  

“No clean underwear for you, boy! Only wear underwear that we have worn first!” 

“That’s right”, said Madam Krystal.  

And she turned to Madam Yang, and spoke in English while looking at me.  

“It’ll serve him right, my tight pink panties squishing his little nutties like jelly! Tee Hee!”  

Though she was giggling, Madam Yang had a stern and disgusted expression on her face at the 

mention of “nutties”.  

“Yes, his balls. Those distasteful hairy pieces of …” and the way she looked at me at that point 

reminded me of a certain Sharon Stone in the famous flick Basic Instinct about to get the ice pick 

and hack a lover to death, except her it would be “hack my nuts off”!” 

“And that organ of his!” said Krystal. “It’ll serve him right to have that mashed in with her balls. 

I’ll be sure and select panties one size too small for him”.  

And after this was decided, she quite literally tossed out every set of underwear I had, and from 

now on I was to wear their panties if I wore underwear, their used panties at that, mind you, not 

fresh ones! 

At this point you might well be questioning, well, what did these ladies wear themselves if I 

wore “their” used panties?  

Well, they basically gave me a week’s worth of panties to wear, all of which had been worn 

before (in hot and sweaty conditions), and I was to “circulate” between these. They wouldn’t 

wear these thereafter, and every once in a while, I would buy Madam Krystal new panties (which 

I did anyway by now) and she would wear one, and select it, and add it to “my pile”.  



The main thing though was that any underwear I wore had to be a) used (unclean) and b) used by 

either Madam Krystal (or Madam Yang, though being she was only there for the duration of the 

holidays, that never ended up happening). 

As Madam Yang put it, “Servants should always be reminded of their place. You should 

consider yourself lucky we’re simply making you wear dirty underwear and not rags, boy!”  

As for laundry, well in terms of undergarments I was of course assigned to hand wash theirs. As 

you may well imagine, their socks and undergarments are too good to be washed in something as 

“regular” and common place as the washing machine! 

My own panties though, were NOT to be washed, and they were left to be hung out to dry. Once 

a week I was allowed to rinse them in an antiseptic mixture that was used to clean the floors of 

the house, and though technically speaking that got ‘em clean, it’s hardly what I’d call doing 

laundry!  

That sort of thing also of course made the panties HARD and “dry” if you get my drift, and they 

chafed in an awful manner against my dick, and it literally felt like I was growing “calluses” on 

the previously soft skin of my dick every time my member brushed up against the cloth. 

So, that was PART OF the (rather lengthy) “gist” of my training during the holidays and believe 

me, they didn’t end one day too soon! 

Key word being “part of”. There’s so much else they did to me that I could write ten Volumes on 

it, and while I might do so in the future, for now, I’ll move on to other things. 

Madam Yang’s “job” in terms of “training me” was of course over at the end of the holidays, at 

least for the nonce, and I have never ever in my life felt so relieved at packing her bags, and 

kissing her feet as she left the apartment for her own place.  

One vixen less to contend with was what I thought, and when Madam Krystal said she needed a 

break, my heart literally leaped for joy! 

Could I be a free man again, if just for a few days.  

Even if not really free, could I at least get a night’s (or several night’s worth of) rest, sleep in my 

own bed for once as opposed to the living room floor next to the shoe rack where they had been 

making me sleep for the past week? 

That is when I DID sleep of course, and when I wasn’t engaged in any of the other numerous 

tasks they took great pleasure in assigning me to! 

But of course there is never any rest for the “wicked”, and certainly none for “chattel” either.  



And I was soon to learn of my holiday being extended by a few days as I was … well, as I 

mentioned above, loaned to Madam Sugar of all people as Madam Krystal apparently needed a 

break from me.  

Well, I think you can imagine my shock at knowing that even Sugar, Madam Sugar as it were 

knew all about this debauchery and my (albeit unwilling) participation in it.  

You’d be right in assuming that. I had virtually no idea at that point that anyone other these two 

vixens I was currently being “tutored by” knew of all this, and given that there were a lot of 

ladies that worked at the school, and given that news “traveled pretty quickly through the 

grapevine” as it were, it made me uneasy as heck to know that Sugar of all people had come to 

know of all this.  

But then again, I had no choice in the matter.  

As Madam Krystal told me firmly the last night of the holidays …  

“I don’t need ask you what I do, boy! If I want to tell Sugar about you, I tell her! If I want to give 

you to her, I give you!”  

The above might sound funny in terms of language but the meaning was anything but, and I soon 

found myself loaned to yet another devilish Chinese female, another lovely dominant Chinese 

female that would soon introduce me to her own unique brand of domination, and …  

… They’re all unique. Believe me, every one of these Chinese ladies is the same in that they 

have a very, very dominant (towards the male, of course!) mindset, but as I’ve mentioned above, 

they all have their unique “twist” (pun intended!) in terms of how said dominance actually plays 

out.  

On it is then (or should I say “back it is then”, given the rather lengthy Prologue!) to the lovely 

Madam Sugar, and a few experiences with her …  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 4  

    Loaning” her” to Sugar for a few days 

 

I think we left off with me on my knees that first morning, didn’t we? 

Well, as I mentioned, Madam Sugar was more the sort that prefers her servants to serve her as 

“traditional” servants would. So needless to say, any and all housekeeping duties were my 

responsibility, and then some.  

Why do I say this again?  

Well, just to (re)emphasize the fact that there was no sexual servitude of any nature involved in 

the entire week I stayed with her.  

Zero. Nothing. Nada. Zilch. Zip. 

(Of course, “no sexual servitude” doesn’t mean my sexual “parts” were spared though, and 

you’ll see that soon enough!). 

I think I also mentioned a lengthy “list” that she rattled off above?  

Part of that list included a “how to clean” section, and believe me, any housekeeping agency 

would be proud to have instructions so verbose, so detailed. Such was her detail to attention in 

this regard that not a single inch of carpet, not a single “sliver” of furniture, not a single section 

of floor was “spared” as it were, and that’s just the cleaning. We haven’t even gotten to the 

laundry section as yet! 

And the laundry section as you might imagine involved equally detailed instructions on how to 

wash her clothes, and this “section” was re-emphasized by repeated blows to the head as she told 

me not to mess up in no uncertain terms! 

“My clothes very important, boy!  Don’t you forget!”  

Here she raised, and then waggled an index finger warningly at me, and though it was a “plain 

looking finger”, with the fingernail NOT painted, and the finger (or the hand for that matter) 



NOT being manicured, it didn’t lessen the implicit threat any, and I felt the same sort of shivers 

running  down my spine as I did when Madam Yang would raise her own finger and look me 

directly in the eye …  

Oh, god, that look! That look that by itself spoke volumes, those black eyes that bored holes 

through me, but more than all that, the “mindset” that seared itself into my mind, the sheer 

dominant vibes that flowed so naturally from Madam Sugar … and though I don’t generally use 

the term, it wouldn’t be a stretch to call her “Perfect Madam Sugar”, if just to emphasize just 

how perfect she was in that regard.  

That’s not to say Madam Yang wasn’t, but the sheer “mental” aspect of things in terms of pure 

servitude, humiliation, and “being turned into a docile servant” as it were was even more 

pronounced with her in some ways than it had with Madam Krystal and Madam Yang.  

As she put it one fine morning …  

“A servant’s place is at his Owner’s feet, beneath her shoes, boy! A servant can never rise above 

his station in life!” 

This being one morning as she was ready to go out to work, and she had the door open as usual, 

and I was looking nervously outside as usual, hoping no-one noticed.  

And just like that, she grabbed a clump of hair (yes, just as she did that first morning!) and 

pushed my head down.  

“Kiss my feet, boy! Your Master will go to work now (here, she giggled helplessly as she used 

the word “Master”), and …”  

As I kissed, she literally put her foot on my head, pressing it down as I was kissing her other 

foot, and all I could see was her toes, unpolished and unvarnished, and yet there they were, and I 

was kissing them in the most respectful and “servant like” manner possible!  

Being that the door was pretty much wide open, and being that other apartments were in the 

vicinity, I heard more than a few curious giggles as folks passed by, but thankfully no-one 

actually stopped and asked what was going on.  

(I should actually say that no-one stopped at that point. What happened later is yet another tale, 

but I’ll leave that one be for now!) 

I could also see a pair of tennis shoes “sitting” right next to me and I figured I’d soon be putting 

those on her feet.  

Sure enough, I was ordered to just that soon enough.  

“I’m getting late, you foolish boy! Stop kissing my feet and put my shoes on!”  



(this said in a pseudo-annoyed tone of voice, as if to say “I’m trying to find an excuse to be 

annoyed with you. I know I’m the one that ordered you to do it, but you know how it is. Can’t 

ever let the servants think they’re doing a good job … in other words, you can never, ever, allow 

even the slightest hint of complacency to creep in into a servant’s mindset!) 

And she put her shoe clad foot on my chest and triumphantly “posed” as if she was an African 

“trophy” hunter that had finally gotten the lion so to speak.  

“That’s YOUR place, boy! Under my shoes!”  

And she clicked a couple of pictures quickly with her smart phone before heading off to work, 

and believe it or not, she got that particular picture framed, and has it to this date on her 

mantelpiece, right there for anyone who visits her to see! 

Oh my gosh, as a Chinese lady I’m quite close to would say, and those that have read the “Sophia 

Bai” series will know (or should know, at any rate) who I’m referring to! 

Often times she’d come home and be frustrated from work (you know, dealing with these 

damned foreign teachers is such a pain, isn’t it?!) and the first thing she’d do was collapse onto 

the couch and toss her bag elsewhere.  

Madam sweats a lot, so her clothes would usually be pretty sweaty, but she could care less about 

the stains she left on the sofa. That was for me to clean with various “stain removers” that she 

had purchased in advance, and had already instructed me on how to use them.  

Anyway, she’d just collapse down on the sofa, and I was required to have cold orange juice (or 

whatever she preferred to drink at that time; she’d text with me an abrupt “Wine today” or 

something like that if she didn’t want orange juice) and snacks ready for her to eat as she came 

home.  

But the first thing I was supposed to do was to take off her shoes and socks and wash her feet, 

and this was done regardless of the “position” she was sitting in.  

What do I mean? Well, there are two ways to have your shoes taken off. One way is to “extend 

your foot out” and make it easier for the person doing it.  

The other, and more devious way is to simply ignore the person doing it, and simply throw your 

feet up on the coffee table and “let the person take care of it”.  

And she introduced this “duty” to me in the nastiest and most humiliation fashion possible as 

well, as you’ll see beneath. 

I think it was that first afternoon itself when she came home from work around 5:00 P.M.  



At that point, I was pottering around in the kitchen cleaning it up (Madam is MESSY; I’ll tell 

you that much, and the sheer plethora of pots, pans and dishes, all dirty and used took me about 

two hours to clean, and that’s not even taking into account the stains on the walls, stove, 

crockpots etc …) per her instructions, and was hoping I would be able to get dinner ready on 

time.  

Of course, I rushed to the door as soon as the doorbell rang, and kissed her feet as she entered, 

but she ignored me.  

She tossed her bag away, and it landed with a sharp thud somewhere right next to the couch 

which is where she collapsed.  

“You damn foreigners! I hate foreign teachers!” she snarled, and looked at me viciously. She 

was obviously in a foul, foul mood and I stood there quite literally “shivering” not sure what to 

do.  

She continued in the same vein. 

“I heard the two foreign teachers talking about me today. They say I am a total bitch!” 

Well, I can’t quite disagree with what (if) the foreign teachers said that. I’m always a brutally 

honest person, but I couldn’t quite express my opinion on it now, could I?  

And it spoke volumes to my conditioning that the bitchier she, or any of the other ladies were to 

me, the more “normal” it seemed like to me.  

Being asked to wipe Madam Yang’s ass? Well, that’s normal, right? A lady should never have to 

wipe her own ass anyway; much like a lady should never carry heavy stuff or open doors if a 

man is there to do it for her, right?  

Being asked to do all the housework?  

Well, that’s a man’s job anyway, right? 

A Chinese lady’s job is to relax, order, and control things.  

No matter how “high a position” a man might normally hold, he’s always less than chattel than 

the lowest of low on the totem pole when it comes to Chinese ladies (including teaching 

assistants, didn’t you know?!) 

A man’s job is to serve her like a Queen, pamper her in every way, and make sure she has 

everything (money included) to enjoy her life and (therefore) exert more control over him.  

It’s all, always about her, and that’s a Chinese lady’s mindset, and they’re so right.   



And so forth. I’m sure you see what I’m getting at in terms of the sheer “conditioning effect” that 

was taking place! 

She had both feet up on the table, and she was wearing heels that day if you recall (my inner 

thigh still remembers, so I hope you do as well!).  

“Don’t just stand there and stare at me, you bloody fool! Take off my shoes!” she bellowed at 

me, obviously annoyed at the “sheer incompetence” on display.  

“You bloody servants, can never do anything right, can you!” she continued as I knelt by her, 

and hurriedly took off her heels.  

From the looks of it she had been walking a lot (or so her feet “spoke”, if you recall the part 

about that in the last Chapter!) and the sweaty ankle socks were further evidence if any was 

required at that point, of course.  

And as I rose to put the shoes back on the shoe rack, she bellowed again, this time apparently 

even more annoyed!  

“My socks too! You think I’m going to take my own socks off?”  

She looked at me menacingly as if she were a tiger about to pounce upon a sleeping deer, and 

thinking about it now, I agree, that was stupid of me. I mean, I was the one that had helped her 

put her socks on that morning, so it made sense that I’d be the one taking them off as well!  

Sweaty be damned. Dirty be damned. That’s true fem dom for you, real life fem dom, and no, 

while it’s not always “sexy” or “pretty” it sure as heck is female dominance in it’s purest and 

most “shining” form! 

“That’s better”, she said, flexing her toes, obviously a bit more relaxed as the “fresh” air hit her 

toes. “Press my feet for a while, boy, while I talk!”  

And if she had removed the “press my feet” part, the tone in which she said that was so different 

to her initial tone that you would be forgiven for thinking it was a “couple of sorts” chatting with 

each other about the rough day the lady had.  

In other words, she might as well have said this, “The natural order of things is for you to take 

my shoes off, socks if applicable, wash my feet, bring me snacks, and then chat about MY day. I 

matter, and it’s my day that matters! And there’s no need for any (external) dominance once you 

accept this sort of way of doing things as reality, as how things SHOULD be done!” 

“These damned foreigners!” she went again, saying it as if I wasn’t one of them.  



“They keep complaining about everything! Complaining about the class, complaining about 

China, complaining about Chinese teachers, just about everything. If you don’t like China, 

leave!”  

And here she smacked me one suddenly with her foot.  

“You agree, boy?” 

I didn’t agree, of course. Foreigners here do tend to complain sometimes but with very valid 

reasons, and while I generally don’t complain a lot, its NOT because I don’t have reasons to 

complain about. It’s simply because I’d rather ignore what I can’t change and focus my energies 

upon changing my OWN life for the better … and amazingly enough once you do this, the 

“negative” in other areas starts to dissipate by itself without you even trying.  

All about vibes, my friend.  

All about vibes, and while the above may sound somewhat confusing, it’s all true.  

Anyway, I’ve heard a lot of the complaints from the foreign teachers at the school, and while I 

could care less personally (let ‘em do what they think is right. That old case of “can’t make a 

horse drink if it don’t want to!” (yes, that’s a bit of Southern U.S. English right there!)) I do 

agree they had valid points.  

But I wouldn’t dare telling Madam that, of course.  

“Oh, yes, Madam, of course! These damned foreigners!” I said, furiously pressing her feet, 

trying to get her to calm down, but my tone must have sounded a tad bit insincere as she bent 

forward and gave me another on the back of the head.  

“You don’t agree, I know!”  

“I do!”  

“You don’t!” Smack, Smack! 

“Well it really doesn’t matter if you agree, boy!”  WHACK! 

“I do agree, Madam, I do, I really, I  …” Muah, Muah, Muah (and this right on the middle of her 

sweaty and stained soles as she was sitting right there, feet up like a true Queen, like the true 

Queen Madam Sugar is … ) 

“Show me how much you agree, boy!”  

And on instinct, and I don’t know why I did it, I started to lick her sweaty feet, and I must have 

done the right thing as she suddenly calmed down, the licking apparently having a relaxing 

effect, as I’d thought it would.  



I mean, think about it, ladies … a tongue on your tired, sweaty feet after a long day might sound 

strange and nasty (and even “weird and perverted”) if an absolute stranger makes the request, but 

if your servant, someone you know and “own” does it, well, then, I doubt it would feel bad at all.  

If anything, probably the exact opposite! 

“There you go, boy! That’s your place, that’s a man’s place! Licking a lady’s tired feet, licking 

Madam Sugar’s sweaty feet!”  

And she threw her head back and laughed, that shrill, cacophonous laugh as I mentioned above, 

and though it grated on my ears, it also sounded musical at the same time as she stared directly at 

me, and I licked her feet with renewed vigor.  

It was her voice. They were her feet! 

“You foreigners like to use deodorant, boy. I wonder why! It smells so nasty!”  

Here, you probably remember the “deodorant” issue she raised that I spoke about in the 

Prologue, namely, one of “one of the foreign teachers using too much deodorant” and it 

“apparently stank”.  

(That bit is true, by the way. It actually did happen!) 

The Chinese for whatever reason HATE using deodorant, and being that the Chinese generally 

tend to shower at night (again, for whatever reason) as opposed to in the morning when most of 

the world does, and being that it’s hot and sweaty here in Southern China, this naturally means a 

lot of body odor and “stinky” people, if you get my drift.  

To the Chinese though, ‘tis but natural. The women usually cover it by spraying loads of 

perfume, but sometimes not, and truth be told even spraying perfume never really covers up the 

fact that one hasn’t taken a bath for the entire day.  

To me it’s more a hygiene issue rather than “when it should be done”. 

I mean, yes, they do bathe at night … and you’d think you wouldn’t get “dirty” while sleeping, 

so “throwing your clothes on” and going about your day might seem like the right thing to do, 

eh? Or, I should say “smart thing to do”, given you don’t waste time showering etc when there is 

“no need to”.  

But there is. Most Chinese folks have an aversion to the good ole air conditioner which we here 

in West take for granted, and even the rich folks in China tend not to sleep in air-conditioned 

rooms for whatever reason.  

Now, don’t get me wrong. This in and as of itself is a healthy practice.  



It’s always better to sleep with the windows open than in air-conditioning. Far healthier in many 

regards.  

But, the bottom line being one SWEATS when one sleeps if there isn’t enough fresh air, and 

believe you me, the fetid nature of the environment where we live combined with the modern 

day tendency to build “apartment blocks” with the sole purpose of making money as opposed to 

“paying attention to the occupant’s health” results in said person sweating copiously during the 

night, and then, well, waking up in the morning and heading off straight to work without a 

shower.  

But “change takes time though, Michael, and many don’t want change” as a certain Madam 

Sophia Bai once commented in a pensive, yet thoughtful mood …  

Anyway, I wasn’t about to share these thoughts with Madam Sugar! 

“I agree, Madam! It’s far better to be natural. Au natural, if I might say so!”  

Smack! But this smack landed with less severity than the others.  

“Are you sure, boy?” 

“Yes, of course, Ma’am!”  

And she ordered me to stop licking her feet, and kneel beside her, and looked at me steadily, as 

Satan might before “devouring the innocent” as it were.  

“Of course you’re sure! Chinese ladies are always right, boy!”  

And with this she raised her own sweaty armpit at this point.  

“Show me how much you agree, boy!”  

And with that, she shoved my head deep inside the sweaty armpit, and I gagged, so revolting was 

the odor. It wasn’t quite on the same level as the guy I mentioned above that repaired my air 

conditioning way back “during the day” but it was pretty close, and I almost puked as ALL I 

could breathe was “armpit”, the noxious and disgusting smell making the bile rise up in my 

throat. 

But this was a semi-conditioned Michael at this point, and while the average person would have 

no doubt thrown up, this was a servant used to cleaning female asses after they used the 

bathroom, and therefore, “inhaling” the odors wafting from her sweaty armpits was, in other 

words, “no biggie”. 

She knew this of course, and laughed again.  



“You  like to be sure the students learn well enough, don’t you boy? Now YOU tell me! Yes, or 

no, you idiot?” 

Well, she was right in that I like to be “sure” of certain things. Often times I’ll ask the students if 

they understood a word several times, as I like to make sure I’ve got the job done right, and I’ll 

ask them to respond with a “loud” and “confident” yes, or no.  

And that is what Madam Sugar was mimicking right now, as she shoved my face deep inside her 

pits, and it literally smelt like rotten eggs and that nasty “stink” we generally associated with 

body parts that sweat a lot; body parts that I of course knew so well that they literally “talked to 

me”! 

Well, after this was over, and after she tired of me licking her armpits, she “formalized” what I 

did that evening.  

“Listen up, boy! For the duration of your stay here, the first thing you’ll do when I return home 

is to take my shoes and socks off, and have something ready for me to drink! I will text you in 

advance, but whatever I choose it better be ready, boy!”  

She also warned me in no uncertain terms to have warm water ready for her to wash her feet in, 

or else …! 

Often times, she’d take her frustrations (workday related frustrations) out on me in other ways.  

And believe me, it was not just frustrations arising from dealing with foreigners.  

Something that is not often mentioned is that the Chinese teachers at most of these schools work 

long arduous hours, and while the pay has improved in recent times, and while they definitely do 

NOT need to holler like banshees to get the student’s attention (or respect, for that matter), it still 

boils down to a fairly “crummy” job, what with all the inter-departmental bickering and “petty 

politics” that goes on in everywhere, but more so in workplaces in countries like China where 

being direct is NOT the norm.  

Physical “violence” was one way, of course, and I got used to having my face slapped hard on a 

very regular basis for one, more so a lot of times after she got home from what she described as a 

“hard long day” instead of the other way around.  

Well, you’ve already been privy to some of the “violence” being inflicted upon my various body 

parts until now, and while Madam Sugar obviously had her own “twist” (pun intended!) on this, 

she also thought up more novel punishment for me.  

(My balls just “twinged” while writing that bit about “various body parts” as if to say “let’s not 

EVEN go there!” Oh my gosh, as the lovely Sophia would say!)  



Anyway, face-sitting was something she did often, and believe me, it was NOT the sort of “face 

sitting” you’d imagine. There was NO pleasure involved here for me!  

Whether or not it turned her on sexually I don’t know, but it sure did lighten her mood a fair bit.  

And she’d quite literally SIT on my face, as in, plonk her “saggy” butt down right on my waiting 

face as I craned my neck back on either a sofa (usually that) or a chair.  

This of course caused me great strain in the upper neck region, and I’m darn lucky I’ve done and 

continue to do a lot of bridging in the past. In fact, I thanked my lucky stars the first time I did it 

(in terms of making it a matter of personal pride and an all consuming goal of sorts to stay in top 

shape at all times) … and truth be told,  if I wasn’t, that would probably have been the end of me 

right there.  

But Madam Sugar knew this, of course, and if I wasn’t in good enough shape to “take it”, she’d 

no doubt have thought of something else.  

These ladies are nothing if not smart and conniving when it comes to what really matters, and 

dominating men matters a LOT to them as you no doubt know by now! 

And physical pain notwithstanding, it was just uncomfortable, and nasty, as she’d make sure my 

nose was literally wedged inside between her ass cheeks, and I was, quite literally “breathing in 

her fumes from her pipe”, to put it in a somewhat funny manner, and while I can hear my readers 

chortling, believe me, chortling was the last thing on my mind when she did this! 

Gives a whole new meaning to the word “wedgie” …  

Anyhow, my dear reader, wedgies notwithstanding, by this point you should have gotten a pretty 

fair idea of how a) the holidays transpired for “ole Michael” (or should I say “fun at the ole 

homestead”?) and b) how my “extended” break went.  

Amazingly enough though, all of this is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of the overall 

“package” they delivered, especially Madam Sugar, whom I’m covered here in some depth, but 

probably not the detail that she “deserves”.  

Another project for another time, but for now, I’d like to end with some parting words.  

The new order or the beginning of one?  You decide …! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parting Words 

A new “pecking” order being established?  

 

As I taught the class, I moved around the classroom as usual, making sure the students completed 

the word search I had assigned them.  

This was a rather difficult one to do, but at the same time, one never really improves until one 

does what “brings one out of one’s comfort zone”, and if you’ve borne with me thus far during 

this narrative, I’m sure you’d agree 100 percent and MORE! 

Anyway, the topic was sports, and it was one of those “sports related” word searches along with 

pictures so that the students could find the words in the maze and then match them to the 

corresponding pictures (this after we studied the words in class, of course).  

I moved around the class, handing the sheets of paper out to the students, and watched them get 

to work.  

Madam Krystal, of course sat at the back of the classroom as usual, completely oblivious to what 

was going on, busy with her smart phone.  

But she’d look up occasionally, and have this wicked glint in her eyes, and even today, even 

now, after all this time of  “being with her”, I remember that first day, when an uber-confident 

foreign teacher strolled into class and messed up her name not once, but thrice!  



She didn’t have that wicked glint in her eyes that day. She had an angry look in her eyes though, 

but even today, I remember looking at her during class, and the sheer vibe that she was giving off 

said “I’m going to get him. I just don’t know how as yet!”  

Well, she figured it out pretty easily (and fairly quickly) as you saw in the first Volume, didn’t 

she?  

And as I moved around the class, handing out the sheets of paper, she literally “snatched” a sheet 

from me (well, she didn’t actually overtly “snatch” it, but she did it in a “semi-snatch” sort of 

way as if she was an over enthusiastic student “I want one too, Teacher!”, in a way that anyone 

watching couldn’t really “censure” her directly).  

This “way” also ensured that several other sheets of paper fell out of my hand as well as she 

made a grab for it, making a bit of a mess on the floor.  

Now, normally what would happen in such a case is that the person (male or female) that had 

(either knowingly or unknowingly) caused this would apologize, and pick up the sheets of paper 

and hand them back to you.  

“Hey man, my bad. Here you go …” and that’s how I’d have handled it if I was the one that did 

it (not that I EVER would, it’s highly rude and disrespectful in my opinion), and there would be 

nothing further involved, no further thoughts …  

And if she had done this on the first day, I’d have glared at her and said a few words.  

Now?  

Well, of course she can be rude and disrespectful to me! She’s a Chinese lady, and my owner, 

and … well … enough said, right?  

Not really.  

I should say “She’s a Chinese lady, and a man, any man, is always below and beneath her”.  

She’s always right. Normal rules don’t apply with her! 

And “true to form”, and as you might well expect by now, she ignored the mess, and sat back 

down on her stool, legs outstretched, and her “sandal clad feet” (the “boy” hadn’t cleaned her 

tennis shoes well apparently! It’s so hard to find good help these days!) were almost touching the 

pieces of paper as I picked them up, and at one point I could almost “smell” her feet as I picked 

up the last remaining stray sheets of paper.  

You’d normally expect a person to move their feet away if you’re picking up something next to 

their feet, right? It’s normal … right?  



Not really … or at least, it shouldn’t be when it comes to a Chinese lady, and a man. Why 

should be bothered to move her lovely feet? It’s the man’s job to maneuver around here feet, or 

even pick said feet up if they happened to land on whatever it is that needs to be picked up!  

The students didn’t get it, of course, as all this was not said or communicated directly, but her 

body language and that confident, domineering, knowing look in the eyes said it all, and as I 

continued moving around the class, she didn’t even bother moving her feet away as I moved into 

that tiny space between her (at the back of the classroom) and the last student, and I was literally 

“jumping” over her feet as I moved around! 

Good things the students were busy with the worksheet I had given them and didn’t notice it, or 

there’d be more than a few laughs, I’m sure!  

“I want one for myself!” she suddenly spoke up, and looked at me directly, with an eyebrow 

raised just that much.  

“Uh, well, you already have one …” and she did, given the “grab” I mentioned before, and …  

“I want another!” And she just stared at me as I gave her another, and she snatched it out of my 

hand, and looked at it.  

Being that the words were actually complicated, I’d wager a bet to say she didn’t know most of 

the words, and by the look in her eyes as she scanned through the worksheet, I could tell I was 

right.  

But her reaction was opposite of what you might expect, though.  

“This too easy, boy, oh, sorry, so sorry, I meant, Michael!”  

And again, the “boy” just came out naturally, even right there in class, and the “way” in which 

she said it sounded like she genuinely made a mistake, so amazingly enough, the students didn’t 

make any negative (or otherwise) connotations.  

She corrected herself quickly as well, and did actually say “sorry”, but …  

… it seemed the conditioning was having manifold impact on her as well, and why not, eh?! 

The bell tolled shortly thereafter, and it was off to my next class, with the lovely “Miss Lo” who 

had apparently recently gotten her hair cut (and she looked quite good, if I might say so myself!). 

She hasn’t featured in this narrative and I doubt she will in future ones either … that said though, 

one never knows what’s “just around the corner”!  

Anyway, and as I end this particular Volume, the only one thing left to say, and say it again is …  

Thank you, Madam Krystal. It is indeed an honor! 



I’ve said it plenty of times throughout this piece, but it’s never enough, is it?  

Xie Xie  ni, wo de Nv Wang (Thank you, my Queen!) 

 

 

 

… . Stay tuned for  ….  

 

Krystal – the Teaching Assistant – the Sequel   


